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We study the sensitivity of weak lensing by large sale strutures to the evolution of dark energy.
We explore a 2-parameters model of dark energy evolution, inspired by traking quintessene models.
To this end, we ompute the likelihood of a few representative models with varying and non varying
equation of states. Based on an earlier work, we show that the evolution of dark energy has a muh
stronger impat on the non-linear struture growth than on the angular diameter distane, whih
makes large sale struture measurements a very eient probe of this evolution. For the dierent
models, we investigate the dark energy parameters degeneraies with the mass power spetrum shape
Γ, normalisation σ8, and with the matter mean density ΩM . This result is a strong motivation for
performing large sale struture simulations beyond the simple onstant dark energy models, in order
to alibrate the non-linear regime aurately. Prospetive for the Canada Frane Hawaii Telesope
Legay Survey (CFHTLS) and Super-Novae Aeleration Probe (SNAP) are given. These results
omplement niely the osmi mirowave bakground and Super-Novae onstraints. Weak lensing
is shown to be more sensitive to a variation of the equation of state, whereas CMB and SNIa give
information on its onstant part.
PACS numbers: 98.08.Cq,98.62.Sb,98.65.Dx
Dark energy is a generi way to desribe the aeler-
ation of the universe. Within this framework, the ael-
eration of the expansion measured by the type Ia Super-
Novae surveys [1, 2℄ is explained by the ontribution of
a new omponent. In a FRLW metri, this omponent
is desribed by its equation of state. In this paradigm,
the osmologial onstant is one possible model, among
others, of dark energy.
The question of the properties of this dark energy
remains open. Dierent observations have been pro-
posed to evaluate them. Measurement of the distanes
to Super-Novae [3, 4, 5℄ or of the size of strutures on
the CMB [6, 7℄ provide informations on how the dark
energy modies the relation between osmologial dis-
tanes and redshifts. The evolution of large sale stru-
tures also probe the properties of dark energy. This
kind of tests an be built using luster abundanes
[8, 9, 10℄, Ly-α forest [11℄, strong [12, 13℄ and weak
lensing[14, 15, 16, 17, 18℄...
In this artile, we will investigate the weak lensing on-
straints in the ase of a varying equation of state. This
ase has been rst investigated qualitatively by Benabed
and Bernardeau [14℄ (hereafter BB01). We will expand
their results and propose the rst quantitative analysis
of the eieny of the shear two points funtion to probe
varying equation of state dark energy models. The on-
straints on the dark energy using the linear regime alone
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are not partiularly strong, even using the tomography
tehnique [16℄. Here, we take into aount the non-linear
regime of gravitational ollapse, whih is known to on-
vey muh of the dark energy sensitivity [14℄, and we study
the degeneray of the dark energy parameters with the
matter density ΩM , the mass power spetrum shape Γ
and normalisation σ8.
As said above, large sale strutures are sensitive to the
expansion rate of the universe, whih makes the struture
growth sensitive to the dark energy ontent of the Uni-
verse [14℄. This sensitivity is due to the fat that when
the dark energy starts to dominate the energy budget
of the Universe, the eieny of the gravitational ol-
lapse is redued. Hene, the density utuations growth
hanges when the dark energy diers from a simple os-
mologial onstant. For models within the urrent SNIa
onstraints, it orresponds to a slower growth in the lin-
ear regime. The stronger the variation in the evolution
of dark energy, the earlier this eet ours and the more
suppressed will be the struture growth. Keeping the am-
plitude of density utuations xed today, this translates
into an earlier entrane of the utuations in the non-
linear regime, leading to more onentrated dark mat-
ter halos[19, 20℄, and therefore stronger lenses [13℄. As
shown in BB01, the shear two points funtion is sensitive
to these two eets. It provides an unbiased measure of
the projeted density power spetrum in both the linear
and non-linear regimes, whih is a diret test of the evo-
lution of large sale strutures, and through it, a measure
of the properties of dark energy. In partiular, the sale
at whih the transition between the two regimes ours
is tested. This feature is the key to onstraint the prop-
2erties of dark energy.
In the following, we rst review the omputation of the
shear two points funtion with a dark energy omponent.
Then, we propose a simple two parameters model that
enompass the major features of a generi lass of dark
energy, namely the traking quintessene models. Next,
we address the question of the eieny of future lensing
surveys to determine the dark energy properties.
I. THEORY
We establish in this setion the theoretial basis of the
result presented in setion II. We show here how to om-
pute the non-linear osmi shear power spetrum with a
non-trivial dark energy, and how it is evaluated from the
data. We disuss the sensitivity of this quantity to the
evolution of an hypothetial dark energy omponent. We
then propose a dark energy equation of state parameter-
ization suitable for a lass of dark energy models.
A. Cosmology
Lets assume that the dark energy omponent is mini-
mally oupled to the universe, whih means that it inter-
ats with the rest of the Universe via gravity only. The
expansion of the universe is ompletely desribed by the
Friedmann equations
(
a˙
a
)2
=
8π
3M
Plank
∑
ρ
X
(1)
a¨
a
= − 4π
3M
Plank
∑(
ρ
X
+ 3p
X
)
. (2)
and the knowledge of an equation of state for eah om-
ponent
P
X
= w
X
ρ
X
. (3)
The radiation, matter and urvature equation of state are
xed. The only unknown quantity here, is the equation of
state parameter of the dark energy, wQ. It usually varies
between +1 and −1. The ase wQ = −1 orresponds to
a osmologial onstant.
It has been proposed reently that wQ an also take
values lower than −1 [21℄. This is only possible if the
dark energy has a negative kineti energy. Suh unusual
behavior have only been found in very spei models[22℄,
and it is not yet lear if it has any physial meaning.
Therefore, we keep the onservative prior wQ ≥ −1.
We also assume that the dark energy does not u-
tuate and thus is not oupled to the utuations of the
matter density. This is of ourse not true in general: it
is expeted that dark energy utuates from one Hubble
volume to the next, whih is expeted to leave an imprint
on the metri utuations when the universe expands.
However, it has been showed that these utuations are
quikly damped by the evolution. Moreover, it is ex-
peted that they are negligible on sales smaller than the
horizon at reombination [6, 23, 24℄. In the following, we
only onsider suh sales and an thus safely ignore these
utuations.
With these assumptions, the impat of dark energy on
the evolution of the large strutures is ompletely de-
sribed by the equation of state [14℄.
B. Shear measurements on distant galaxies
The deviation of light by the gravitational potential
wells distorts the image of the distant galaxies. This
shear eet an be used to probe the projeted mass dis-
tribution along the line of-sight (see and referenes [25℄
therein), from a measurement of the shape of the lensed
galaxies. The lensing eet produed by the large sale
strutures is weak, but has already been measured [26℄.
The gravitational lensing eet depends on the seond
order derivatives of the gravitational potential projeted
along the line-of-sight. The onvergene κ and the shear
γ desribe the distortion of the image of the distant im-
ages (loated at some redshift zs), by the inhomogeneous
matter distribution along the line-of-sight. At linear or-
der, onvergene and shear eld are related
∆κ =
(
∂21 − ∂22
)
γ1 + 2∂1∂2γ2 (4)
At the same order, the onvergene in the diretion θ,
whih desribes the isotropi hange of the image at po-
sition χs, is given by:
κ(θ) =
3
2
H0
c
2
Ω0 (5)∫ χS
0
dχ
D(χs − χ)D(χ)
D(χs)
δ (D(χ)θ, χ)
a(χ)
,
where χs(zs) is the soure radial distane loated at red-
shift zs, and a = 1/(1+ z) is the sale fator. The radial
distane at redshift z is given by
χ(z) =
∫ z
0
dz′
c
H
. (6)
The angular diameter distane D is dened by
D(χ) =


sin(
√
Kχ)/
√
K, K > 1
χ, K = 1
sinh(
√
Kχ)/
√
K, K < 1
(7)
where K is the urvature. As a onsequene, the weak
lensing eet is a diret and unbiased measurement of
the projeted density ontrast.
We fous on the onvergene power spetrum Pκ(ℓ).
It an be shown [27, 28℄ that it is diretly related to the
3-dimensional mass power spetrum P3D via:
3Pκ(ℓ) =
9
4
(
H0
c
)4
Ω20 (8)∫ χS
0
dχ′
g2(χ′)
D2(χ′)a2(χ′)P3D
(
ℓ
D(χ′) , χ
′
)
,
where the g(χ) funtion desribe the lensing eieny,
g(χ) =
D(χs − χ)D(χ)
D(χs) . (9)
When the lensed galaxies are distributed in redshift, the
observed signal is given by Eq.9 integrated among the
soure redshift distribution ps(χ). In that ase, the g(χ)
funtion beomes:
g(χ) = D(χ)
∫ χs
χ
dχ′ ps(χ
′)
D(χs − χ′)
D(χs) . (10)
The soure redshift distribution ps(z) is normalised, and
usually parametrised as
ps(z) = Γ
−1
(
1 + α
β
)
β
zs
(
z
zs
)α
exp
[
−
(
z
zs
)β]
.
(11)
The free parameters α, β and zs are adjusted to aom-
modate dierent survey properties.
The elliptiity of the galaxies is an unbiased measure of
the shear, from whih we derive the statistial properties
of the onvergene eld (see a review of the observational
results in [26℄). In pratie, the statisti of interest is the
aperture mass variane as funtion of sale, 〈M2
ap
(θ)〉
[29℄, also alled the M
ap
statisti. It links the variane
of the onvergene eld (whih is the eld of physial in-
terest, beause proportional to the projeted mass den-
sity) and the shear (whih is the observable quantity).
Its main feature is to provide a natural separation be-
tween the osmologial signal (whih is url-free) and the
systematis (ontributing to the url mode). It has al-
ready been measured on several galaxy surveys [26℄. The
M
ap
statisti at a sale θc is dened as the onvergene
smoothed with a ompensated lterU(θ). Using Eq. (4),
it is also given by a properly smoothed shear omponent
γt:
M
ap
=
∫ θc
0
d
2θ U(θ) κ(θ) (12)
=
∫ θc
0
d
2θ Q(θ) γt(θ), (13)
with
∫ θc
0 dθ θ U(θ) = 0, and where
Q(θ) =
2
θ2c
∫ θc
0
dθ′ θ′ U(θ′)− U(θ). (14)
The tangential shear γt at a loation θ =
(θ cosϕ, θ sinϕ) is dened by
γ
t
(θ) ≡ −ℜ
(
γ(θ) e−2iϕ
)
. (15)
The hoie of U(θ) is arbitrary provided it has a zero
mean. In the following, we will use [26℄
U(θ) ≡ 9
πθ2c
(
1−
(
θ
θc
)2)(
1
3
−
(
θ
θc
)2)
. (16)
For this partiular hoie, the variane of the onvergene
is expressed in term of the shear power spetrum as
〈M2
ap
〉 = 288
π
∫
dℓ ℓ Pκ(ℓ)
[
J4(ℓθc)
ℓ2θ2c
]2
. (17)
The variane of the aperture mass is therefore a broad-
band estimate of the onvergene power spetrum given
in Eq.(9), whih an diretly be estimated from the
galaxy shapes. This is the quantity whih will be used to
study the evolution of dark energy in setion II. In or-
der to make preditions on osmi shear observable, one
only needs to ompute the onvergene power spetrum
in dark energy. As shown in Eq. (8), it only depends
on the osmology through the relation between angular
distanes and redshifts, and through the power spetrum
of the matter density utuations. The soure distribu-
tion p(z) an be determined from the data and does not
depend on the osmology.
A omplete disussion on the omputations of the weak
lensing power spetrum with a osmology with a non-
trivial dark energy has been done in BB01. We only
reprodue here the onlusions of this work.
C. Cosmologial distanes
The relation between the osmologial distanes and
redshift is given by eq. (6). The dark energy omponent
only leaves an imprint on χ(z) by modifying the aeler-
ation of the universe obtained by solving Eq. (1-2).
The modiation of the relation distane / redshift
aets mildly the onvergene power spetrum. It an
be summarized into two simple eets : a normalization
hange and a sale shift (similar to the modiation of
the position of peaks in CMB).
The lensing eieny funtion (Eq. 9-10) ats as a se-
letion window. It is maximum for lenses loated roughly
at mid-distane between the observer and the soure
galaxies. This seletion eet an be approximated by
replaing the g(χ)2 term in in Eq. (8) by a Dira fun-
tion
g2(χ) ∼ g2(χ
mid
)δ(χ− χ
mid
). (18)
4In this approximation, the normalization hange adver-
tised earlier is driven by the hange in the position of the
maximum of the seletion funtion.
The sale shift is also easily understood with this ap-
proximation. This shift omes from the P3D(
ℓ
D(χ) ) term
in Eq. (8). The modiation of the maximum of the
eieny window selets a dierent depth for projetion.
In the following, we will show that the matter power
spetrum an be split into two evolution regimes. At
large sale, the linear regime is well desribed by a power
law. The eet of dark energy an be ompletely re-
absorbed into a hange in normalization. At small sales
however, in the non-linear regime, the power law approx-
imation is no longer a good desription of the power spe-
trum. Like the modiation of the peaks in the CMB
power spetrum, the sale under whih is seen the tran-
sition from linear to non-linear regime will be slightly
shifted by the above eet.
D. Power spetrum of matter
From a pratial point of view, there is no need to
ompute the whole power spetrum of the density u-
tuation. Only a narrow range of sale, from a few ar-
seond (galaxy sale) to a few hundreds of ar-minutes
aross the sky is enough. Large sales (> 5 degrees) are
diult to aess observationally anyway; the weak lens-
ing orrelation amplitude is small, where the residual sys-
tematis might be a problem, and the surveys apable of
suh measurement are not yet planned. At sales smaller
than a few ar-seonds, the number of lensed galaxies
drops, and the noise blows up.
At redshift one, a few degrees orresponds to a few
hundreds of Mp, whih is far below the horizon size at
reombination. As stated in setion IA we an safely as-
sume that for the sales of interest, a lassi CDM power
spetrum is a good approximation of the power spe-
trum of the matter density utuation. Moreover, for
these sales, the power spetrum behaves essentially as a
power law. The remarks made above on the osmologi-
al distanes holds, and the eet of the modiation of
the equation of state of dark energy on the osmologial
distanes translate, for this range of sales, in a simple
normalization shift.
We have yet to investigate the evolution of the power
spetrum from reombination until now. The growth of
strutures is modied by the presene of a dynami dark
energy omponent. At the linear order, it is given by the
well known equation[30℄
D¨+(t) + 2HD˙+(t)− 3
2
H2Ω0(t)D+(t) = 0. (19)
In this equation, the matter ats as a soure term that
inreases the depth of the potential well and tends to
inrease the density ontrast. On the opposite, the ex-
pansion of the universe ats, via the seond term, as a
frition eet and redues the eieny of gravitation to
inrease the density ontrast. This term arries all the
eet of dark energy on the growth of strutures.
At high redshift, the dark energy is ompletely domi-
nated by the radiation or the matter density. During the
radiation era, the growing mode of equation Eq. (19) an
be obtained analytially
D+ ∝ a 32 . (20)
During matter domination, the solution is also well
known
D+ ∝ a. (21)
These remarks allow us to integrate Eq. (19) in our
model; we do not know any other initial ondition that
would allow us to perform the integration and be sure to
keep the growing solution.
It is worth noting here that there is no other way to
ompute the growth of struture[14, 20℄. The well known
integral solution of Eq. (19) is valid when the universe
only ontains matter, radiation urvature and a osmo-
logial onstant. It is also easy to onvine oneself that
there is no solution to Eq. (19) that an be integrated
from today toward the past. Equation (19) generially
admits a growing and a non-growing solution. Only the
rst one is of osmologial interest, and there is no way to
build this solution when integrating from the nal point
of the evolution.
During the expansion, the growth follows the radia-
tion, and then the matter solution. When dark energy
gets loser to the energy density of matter, the frition
term grows ompared to the soure one. The eieny
of gravitational ollapse to build up the density pertur-
bation dereases and the growth of strutures is damped.
For the set of models where the dark energy happens to
dominate earlier, this redution of the growth rate is ex-
periened at a higher redshift. The exat starting point
of this damping depends on the evolution properties of
the dark energy model. Models with wQ > −1 experi-
ene this eet earlier than for wQ = −1. For a onstant
equation of state, the energy density of the dark energy
goes as
ΩQ ∝ a−3(1+wQ). (22)
As said above, the wQ = −1 model is the osmologi-
al onstant ase. When wQ > −1, ΩQ grows as the
sale fator a goes to unity. In this ase, the dark energy
ontribution to the expansion is signiant at a higher
redshift than when wQ = −1. This is even more impor-
tant for varying wQ, as shown gure 1. The modelling
of the dark energy used in this gure will be desribed
later.
Figure 2 shows the result of a numerial integration of
eq. (19) for dierent models. The damping of the growth
appears earlier in the varying equation of state models,
ompared to the onstant equation of state.
For a xed redshift, the modiation of the growth of
struture at linear order will be degenerated with the nor-
malization of the power spetrum. Of ourse, following
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Figure 1: The energy density of dark energy normalized to the
ritial density as a funtion of redshift. Thik plain line is
the lassi Λ model. The thik long dashed line and thin dot
dashed line are resp. a wQ = −0.8 and wQ = −0.6 models.
The short dashed and dotted line are resp. w0 = −0.8, w1 =
0.2 and w0 = −0.8, w1 = 0.3 models (omplete desription
of the parameterization an be found se. I E). The sooner
the dark energy gets lose to one, the sooner it will aet the
expansion and the growth of struture. As expeted, models
with a equation of state dierent from wQ = −1 ontribute
signiantly to the aeleration sooner. Models with a varying
equation of state ontribute yet sooner. A onstant wQ =
−0.6 model interpolates between the two w1 6= 0 ones.
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Figure 2: linear growth for dierent models. Models are the
same than g. 1.The growth are normalized to the reombi-
nation era. The modiation of the equation of state indue
a preoious aeleration that derease the eieny of gravi-
tational ollapse at higher redshift than in the wQ = −1 ase.
A variation in the equation of state (w1 6= 0) amplify this
eet. As expeted from g. 1 a onstant equation of state
model an partly mimi a varying equation of state: if one
knows the CMB normalization and today normalization of
the utuation of strutures, one annot distinguish between
a wQ = −0.6 and a w0 = −0.8, w1 = 0.3 models.
the linear power spetrum along the line of sight allows
to break this degeneray. Unfortunately, the measured
shear power spetrum is only a projetion of the mass
power spetrum along the line of sight. We showed in
previous setion that this projetion ats like a seletion
eet on a single redshift plane. Therefore, the integrated
growth eet will be, in the linear part of the lensing
power spetrum, indistinguishable from a normalization
shift.
At small sales, the evolution of the density ontrast
hanges dramatially. Virialized objets are formed and
evolve in a dierent regime than the simple one desribed
by the linear approximation. BB01 showed that this
regime an potentially solve part of the degeneray de-
sribed above. The weak lensing measurement on galax-
ies allows aess to the bigger sales of this non-linear
regime.
The perturbation approah annot desribe this regime
as the density ontrast is very big at the sale of virialized
objets. A omplete omputation of this regime annot
be done analytially. One has to rely on hypotheses on
the properties of this regime to be able to desribe it.
Several lassi desription of this regime has been pro-
posed (among others see [31, 32, 33℄). We will follow
here the hoies made in BB01. We assume that the
Stable Clustering Ansatz provide a valid desription of
the smaller sales of the non-linear regime. It states that
virialized objets are stable, that is to say that their phys-
ial size does not vary with the expansion of the universe.
Hene, at the sale of these objets, the density ontrast
has to grow to math exatly the expansion. Instead of a
growth of order a or smaller, the density ontrast evolves
as a3/2.
One should note that the sales desribed by the
Ansatz are below the shear measurement sales. The
transition between the linear and non-linear regimes is
desribed by a mapping between the two regimes [31℄.
This mapping is alibrated using a t to n-body simu-
lations, as desribed in Peaok & Dodds [32℄. At large
sale, the mapping keeps unhanged the linear regime,
and at small sales, it must go as (a2/g2P )3/2. Although
this type of mapping has been widely tested for many
dierent osmologies, it has never been tested for dark
energy models. However, given the robustness of the
mapping for very dierent osmologies, we assumed it
remains valid for the lass of models studied here.
This is a very strong assumption. It an partly be
justied by the fat that it is unlikely that a smoothed
dark energy omponent with no oupling an aet the
small sale behavior of the matter. Its inuene should
only appear as a hange in the expansion and thus, as we
have shown above, as a modiation of the linear growth
of strutures. The strength of this argument argument is
enhaned by a reent result from another desription of
the non-linear regime usually alled the halo model. This
approah desribes the virialized objet as dark matter
6halos of known
1
prole and abundane depending on the
osmologial parameters [33℄. The results and onepts
behind this approah have been suessfully tested in the
ontext of dark energy [19, 20℄. In partiular the dier-
enes observed between halos in Λ osmologies and in
osmology with non trivial dark energy an be explained
by an earlier entrane into the non-linear regime. The ob-
served disrepanies are, as expeted, all explained by the
modiation of the linear growth of strutures [14, 17℄.
As we just emphasized above, the eet of a non trivial
dark energy on the non-linear regime are all enoded in
the linear growth. As the strutures grow slowly, they
reah the non-linear regime earlier (for the same nal
normalization). Thus, hanging their growth at a higher
redshift they undergo a longer non-linear evolution. This
translates, in the ontext of Stable Clustering Ansatz into
a higher asymptote of the power spetrum at large wave
numbers [14℄, and in the halo approah, into a halo prole
with more substruture and more mass in the enter [19℄.
Note that the ase desribed here is very similar to a
omparison between an open and a at model.
This will show up in the weak lensing power spetrum
in two ways. First, the earlier entrane in the non-linear
regime, one projeted, gives a transition between the
linear and non linear regime at smaller ℓ. Seond, the
amplitude of the power spetrum at small sale is ex-
peted to be higher. BB01 proposed estimations of these
two eets. In partiular, due to the dierent evolution
in the non-linear regime, the modiation of the asymp-
tote height is expeted to go as the third power of the
normalization modiation in the linear regime.
Probing the small sales of the shear power spetrum
will redue the degeneray between the determination
of dark energy properties and the normalization of the
matter density utuation. The extend to whih this an
be done is the main subjet of se. II.
Before going to next setion, we would like to empha-
size the fat that any modiation in the nature of dark
matter will be degenerated (at the level of the growth of
strutures of ourse) with the eet of dark energy. In
partiular, inlusion of hot dark matter will also modify
the rate of growth. It is expeted that this modia-
tion should derease the amount of small sale struture,
thus suppressing the eet of dark energy. We are then
likely to underestimate the eet of dark energy in those
models.
E. Dark Energy Model
The evolution of wQ is a priori free. It has to be
xed by a proper model of dark energy. Several mod-
els have been studied. The simplest being the minimal
quintessene model, where wQ is onstant. Another very
1
read tted on N-body simulations
interesting lass of models are the so-alled traking po-
tential models.
These models have been extensively desribed [34℄.
Their interest lie in the fat that their equation of state
parameter is onstant during most of the universe evo-
lution. The onstant equation of state is an attrator
solution for wQ when the expansion of the universe is
dominated by another omponent (like the radiation or
the matter). Of ourse, when the dark energy reahes
the order of magnitude of the other energy densities, it
leaves its attrator evolution. This attrator ensures that
the initial onditions of dark energy does not have to be
nely tuned. Whatever is the starting value of the dark
energy
2
, it has to reah the attrator and will always
exit the domination of matter at the same point, whih
in turn depends of the exat model.
This explains the interest these models have met
among the high energy physis ommunity. In partiular,
it has been shown that some traking potential models
an be built within partile physis models. For exam-
ple, P. Brax and J. Martin [35℄ proposed a version of
the Ratra-Peebles model [36℄ that an be embedded in
super-gravity models.
Minimal and traking models are not the only dark
energy models available. The problem however is that
it does not exist any ommon framework to desribe the
dierent dark energy models that allows a diret ompar-
ison between them as we plan to do here, in the ontext
of weak lensing. We attempt here to provide a suitable
parameterization that will allow to onstrain the dark
energy properties using shear measurements. This is a
simpliation of the problem: we only have to model the
evolution of dark energy that an leave an imprint on
the weak lensing power spetrum. As a onsequene, we
only have to onsider its impat on the growth of stru-
ture and on the relation distane-redshift.
We hoose to parameterize the evolution of dark en-
ergy in term of its equation of state. This hoie is the
most prevalent one. This is by no mean the only possi-
ble parameterization [37℄. As stated in setion IA, the
knowledge of the EOS of dark energy is suient to solve
Eq. (1-2) and to ompute χ(z) and D+.
If we do not make any further assumptions, wQ an
freely vary between −1 and 1. The easiest solution is to
assume that wQ an be written as a power series of the
redshift
wQ =
∑
wi z
i. (23)
This is the way most SNIa data are analyzed. More
preisely, using the fat that the data olleted relates
diretly to the integral of the expansion fator up to a
redshift of order one, it is enough to only investigate this
2
Usually the initial ondition are free within a few tens of order
of magnitude.
7equation of state in a perturbative development
wQ = w0 + w1z . . . (24)
The possible determination of the two rst orders of this
development [3, 4, 5℄ as been studied.
This approah is not valid in our ase. As noted above,
one an only ompute the growth of struture from re-
ombination. A perturbative development as Eq. (24) is
of ourse not suitable for our purposes; it leads to arbi-
trarily growing equation of state, whih is not physial!
The full power series is also useless. As explained above,
it is in the transition between linear and non-linear sales
that one an expet to gain some information on the dark
energy. As shown gure 1 and 2, one an expet some
level of degeneray even between a given varying and a
non varying EOS models. Aordingly, it is very im-
portant here that we greatly redue the parameter spae
allowed to wQ.
Sine we obviously annot explore ompletely the equa-
tion of state spae if we want to restrit ourselves to a
small number of parameters, we have to make some as-
sumptions on the behavior of the dark energy equation
of state. There are already too many dierent models of
dark energy, and it is impossible to desribe them with
just one simple parameterization. Attempts have been
made to generially desribe dark energy with a simpler
parameterization than the naive power series. They how-
ever produe results with yet to many parameters [38℄
for our purpose. Another possible approah would be a
prinipal omponent analysis designed for shear power
spetrum inspired from ideas proposed in [39℄.
Here, to redue the omplexity, we add a physial as-
sumption. We will only be interested in models who ex-
hibit a behavior similar to the one of the traking po-
tential models. This is a very strong assumption. If the
hoie of model is hard to justify, we will however give
here a few arguments in favor of the traking potential
behavior.
The behavior of the dark energy equation of state at
large redshift is in fat quite irrelevant for us. Indeed,
traking models assures that the equation of state of the
dark energy is onstant as long as it is dominated by the
other omponents [34℄. When dark energy is dominated
its variation have little or no impat on the expansion
of the universe. The growth of struture is not greatly
modied by variation of wQ when the dark energy om-
ponent does not ontribute signiantly to the expansion.
Aordingly, assuming a onstant or varying equation of
state during domination of matter or radiation is not rel-
evant to our problem. Of ourse if one assumes that dark
energy an be dominant at high redshift, this disussion is
not valid. However, an suh a dark energy model would
leave a huge imprint on the CMB and would be most
probably already ruled out by observations.
At low redshift, when dark energy reahes the order of
magnitude of the energy density of matter, it will start to
ontribute to the expansion, and indue a new period of
aeleration. Variations of wQ then leave a potentially
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Figure 3: Comparison between an expliit SUGRAmodel and
its parameterization. The equations of state are presented on
the top panel, whereas the energy density, normalized to the
ritial density are on the bottom. Plain line is the SUGRA
α = 6 model, long dashed is the logtan parameterization,
short dashed, the log parameterization (see Eq. (25) and
(26)). The parameter w0 = −0.84, w1 = 0.32 are measured
on the SUGRA model. The log parameterization quikly fails
to t the equation of state above z ∼ 1. It keeps a relatively
good agreement on the dark energy density the to a higher
redshift. It is not unexpeted as the dominant ontribution to
H2 is already the matter energy density. Thus slight variation
on the equation of state of the dark energy are softened on
ΩQ. The disrepany, however build up very quikly to a
fator 2 around z ∼ 8. While not being in perfet agreement
with the SUGRA model, the logtan parameterization does a
better job at following ΩQ.
strong imprint on the shear power spetrum, through
modiations of the osmologial distanes and struture
growth. This is where our assumption on the shape of the
model is important. Other models of the dark energy an
have very dierent behavior. Our hoie to only onsider
traking like models theoretially redue the reah of our
onlusion, at least in its details.
It has been shown [40℄ that the equation of state of
8traking models an be tted at low redshift by a log
funtion
wQ ∼ w0 + w1 log(1 + z). (25)
This behavior is roughly valid up to redshift z ∼ 1 at least
for SUGRA and Ratra-Peebles potentials. Note that this
equation of state parameter admits Eq. (24) as its Taylor
expansion at small z.
The parameterization given in Eq.(25) fails quikly
above z ∼ 1 (see gure 3 ). It has to be modied to a-
ount for the evolution of the equation of state for z > 1.
We propose to use an artangent whih has the property
to quikly reah a onstant value. We will then use
wQ = (26){
w0 + w1 log(1 + z), if z ≤ 1
w0 + w1 [log(2)− arctan(1) + arctan(z)] , if z > 1 .
This is a rude assumption, beause the value of w at
high z will be w0 + w1(log(2) − arctan(1) + π/2) whih
has no reason to orrespond to the high z asymptote of a
given traking potential model. However, as said above,
the dark energy omponent is ompletely dominated at
high redshift by the energy density of matter, and the
expansion is nearly insensitive to its evolution. In the
end, the only thing that matters is the evolution of dark
energy from the epoh when it starts to dominate. This
epoh an be at redshift as high as 10. For example,
in a SUGRA α = 6 model[35℄ the energy density of dark
energy represents 10% of the total energy density as early
as redshift z ∼ 5 (see gs. 3 and 1 ).
The parameterization, Eq. (26), is not very good at
tting the equation of state. As shown gure 3 for the
example of a SUGRA α = 6 model, it reasonably agrees
with the dark energy density predited in this model.
This is not the relevant omparison anyway, as we should
ompare the growth and distanes of the dierent models.
This is done g. 4.
The agreement with the expliit traking models we
tested is around 3%. We will assume that this order
of magnitude of the error holds for any other traking
model.
We use this parameterization in our analysis. Although
it is a ad ho hoie, it onveys most of the feature of a
traking model, and ts them, at least at the level of the
growth of struture and the osmologial distanes. It
also has the advantage to be desribed by only two pa-
rameters, w0 and w1. We have xed the hange between
the log and tan branhes to zc = 1. Small variations
of zc translate into small modiations of the growth of
struture. For example, taking zc = 1.5 translates into
one perent modiation in D+/a, omparable with the
error on the modeling. Of ourse, sine we are only in-
terested to lensing eet to redshift around 1, it leads
to negligible modiations in the osmologial distanes
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Figure 4: Comparison between real traking models and their
approximated version using Eq. (26). Top panel present the
omoving distanes, bottom the growth of struture. The
lines plain line is a SUGRA α = 6 model, the dashed one,
SUGRA α = 11 and the dotted a Ratra-Peebles, α = 4model.
The disrepany on the angular distanes omputed with the
real model and our parameterization is below the perent up
to z = 4. The disrepany for the linear growth if of order 3 %
up to the reombination. Our approximated formula with its
very small number of parameters gives a good approximation
of the quantities on whih is omputed the weak lensing eet.
and the projetion eet
3
. Finally, sine the parameter-
ization (26) admits Eq. (24) as its Taylor expansion, our
results are diretly omparable with the well advertised
SNIa ones [5℄.
3
We do have a small dependeny on redshift higher than 1 through
the broad distribution of the soure ps(z). This eet is small
enough to be negleted here.
9II. RESULTS
We perform a maximum likelihood analysis of the aper-
ture mass statisti for a set of dark energy models. The
method is well known and has been formerly desribed
in [41℄. Setion IIA desribes the models and surveys
that will be investigated. Finally, we present setion II B
the numerial results and a disussion on the degeneray
between the parameters.
A. Parameter estimation
We know from previous studies that the gravitational
lensing by large sale strutures depends mainly on four
parameters: the matter energy density Ω0, the mass
power spetrum normalisation σ8, its slope, and the red-
shift of the soures [42℄. As desribed above, we an
safely ignore modiation to the Cold Dark Matter trans-
fert funtion [43℄ due to dark energy. We thus use it and
desribe the slope of the power spetrum by the param-
eter Γ.
The lensing eet is also sensitive to other parame-
ters, but to a lower extend. Therefore when studying
the impat of the dark energy on osmi shear, one has
to inorporate the eet of the main parameters as well.
We highlighted above that in the linear regime at least,
dark energy variation should be degenerated with the
normalization of the power spetrum. By keeping the
main parameter we will be able to test other possible
degeneraies.
We assume that one of the main parameters is known.
Indeed, the forthoming lensing surveys are supposed to
provide an aurate measurement of the distribution of
the soures from photometri redshifts. Moreover, the
redshift dependene is very similar to the σ8 dependene.
Hene, we will assume zs known. A slight error on its
value an be translated in our result in broader σ8 on-
straint.
Our set of free parameters is hosen as p =
(w0, w1,Ω0, σ8,Γ). We deliberately hoose a at prior.
The urrent CMB results are in very good agreement
with a at geometry [44℄.
We ompute the likelihood L(p|d), where the data ve-
tor d is the aperture mass 〈M2
ap
〉 as funtion of sale:
L = 1
(2π)n/2 |S|1/2
exp
[
−1
2
(d-s)
T
S
−1 (d-s)
]
, (27)
where s is the duial model vetor and S :=
〈(d-s)T (d-s)〉 is the ovariane matrix. The ovariane
matrix is omputed following the method desribed in
[42℄ assuming the Gaussian eld approximation. In this
work we are interested in two surveys: one is the ground
based Canada Frane Hawaii Telesope Legay Survey
Figure 5: Aperture mass variane as funtion of sale for
model3 (solid) and model2 (dashed), for the CFHTLS (thik
bottom lines) and SNAP (thin top lines). The error bars
show the statistial and sampling errors, assuming aGaussian
statisti for the sampling error.
z¯s θ
2
deg
n
gal
σ
e
CFHTLS 0.9 1790. 20. 0.44
SNAP 1.2 300. 100. 0.32
Table I: Lensing surveys that will be part of the CFHTLS and
SNAP projets (see text). Entries are soure mean redshift
z¯s, survey total area θ
2
deg
, soure galaxy number density (per
ar-min
2
), and intrinsi elliptiity dispersion σ
e
.
4
, and the other the spatial Super-Novae Aeleration
Probe
5
. The observational properties of the lensing sur-
vey assoiated with these two projets are summarized
in table I.
For the two surveys, we seleted three duial models
(with a osmologial onstant ΩΛ = 0.7):
• model1: p1 = (−1, 0, 0.3, 0.9, 0.24)
• model2: p2 = (−0.8, 0, 0.3, 0.9, 0.24)
• model3: p3 = (−0.8, 0.32, 0.3, 0.9, 0.24)
The rst model is a pure osmologial onstant ase. Se-
ond is a minimal dark energy model with no variation of
the equation of state. This type of model is widely used
in the literature. From the disussion of setion ID, it is
expeted that this kind of model under-evaluate greatly
the eet of a varying EOS with idential nal value.
Last model has a varying EOS. The value of w1 has been
hoose so as to agree with a α = 6 SUGRA model. It or-
respond to a strongly evolving equation of state model.
4
http://www.fht.Hawaii.edu/Siene/CFHLS/
5
http://snap.lbl.gov/
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Models with a smaller w1 between our hoies interpolate
between our model2 and model3.
We also have to make a hoie on the range of param-
eters we want to investigate. Maximum likelihood anal-
ysis with ve parameters is already a omputationally
expensive task. It an be redued in part by narrowing
the range of the parameters and the number of points in
eah diretion.
For the CFHTLS analysis, it is expeted that we will
mildly onstrain the parameters. We thus used a rela-
tively sparse grid and relatively wide parameter ranges.
The matter density Ω0 will be allowed to vary between
0.1 and 0.5, while σ8 will be free between 0.6 and 1.1.
The hoies for this two parameters are quite onserva-
tive. They allow to probe the full one sigma ontour. The
slope of the power spetrum is weakly onstrained by the
weak lensing measurement we probe its values between
0.08 and 0.4. The results below (gures 9-11) shows that
this is more that enough to orretly probe the parameter
spae.
For SNAP, we greatly redue the range of parameters.
The preision required here fores us to inrease the num-
ber of omputed models, in partiular in the Ω0, σ8 spae.
We thus suppose that it is enough to probe Ω0 between
0.28 and 0.32, and σ8 between 0.85 and 0.95. Never-
theless, it is expeted that by the time SNAP will ollet
data, previous weak lensing measurements, CMB, galaxy
and luster surveys will have ut down the auray on
this parameters to these levels. We onservatively keep a
relatively wide range on Γ (0.1 to 0.3, in agreement with
the results for CFHTLS).
For both models, we probed the dark energy param-
eter spae between -1 and 0.6 for w0 and 0 and 0.4 for
w1. Note here that as desribed higher, we do not take
into aount models with an equation of state more neg-
ative than -1. The upper bond on w0 orrespond roughly
to the degeneray expeted between our target varying
equation of state and a onstant equation of state model
(see setion ID). We do not investigate negative w1 mod-
els. Negativew1 models are very lose to the osmologial
onstant ase, and should be strongly degenerated with
it. It is very dubious that weak lensing will be able to dis-
tinguish between them. The w1 upper bond orrespond
to strongly varying equation of state. It is very diult to
reah this bond with SUGRA or Ratra-Peebles models.
B. Numerial results  Disussion
We rst ompute the aperture mass for our dark energy
models. Figure 5 presents the results for SNAP and the
CFHTLS surveys. It shows that the evolution of the
dark energy an lead to a 10 to 20% eet at small sale.
As emphasized setion ID, this is preisely the expeted
eet.
Next we perform the likelihood analysis on our tar-
get models. Figures 9, 10, and 11 show respetively the
parameter preditions for the models 1, 2 and 3. All pos-
sible ombinations of pairs of parameters are plotted in
order to show the diretion of degeneraies. On eah plot,
the two hidden parameters are assumed to be perfetly
known. We rst note the strong degeneray between the
dark energy parameters (w0, w1) and the other param-
eters. The full degeneray between w1 and Γ is under-
stood by the fat that the shape parameter desribes the
slope of the power spetrum, for a xed normalisation
σ8. Changing Γ will modify the ratio between linear and
non-linear regime, and the sale of transition. As shown
in setion ID, a hange in w1 has a similar onsequene.
Even allowing for dark energy, the shear two points
funtion remains a good onstraint on Ω0 and σ8. Figure
6 shows the eet of unknown dark energy parameters
(marginalised on w0 and w1) on the measurement of Ω0
and σ8. For the pure osmologial onstant model (top
panel), we see that the most probable models orrespond
to higher Ω0 and lower σ8 than the duial model. For
the model2 (bottom panel), the normalisation is under-
estimated. This gure shows that the width of the Ω0,
σ8 ontours is not dramatially aeted, but the most
probable models are hanged.
Super-Novae luminosity surveys have a small sensitiv-
ity to the variation of the equation of state. In partiu-
lar, it is expeted that without a strong prior on Ω0 they
annot provide muh information on w1 [3, 4, 5℄. The
question is whether the shear two points funtion also
suers from this kind of limitation or not. Figure 7 and
8 show the preditions for w0 and w1, respetively for the
CFHLS and SNAP observations. The left panels orre-
spond to the ontours obtained with a perfet knowledge
of Ω0, σ8 and Γ. The middle panels are for a known Γ,
but marginalised over Ω0 and σ8. The right panels are
for known Ω0 and σ8, and marginalised over Γ. The top
panels are for model 2, and the bottom panel for model
3. The important result here is that the marginalisation
over ΩM and σ8 do not inrease too muh the width of
the ontours, it only restores a degeneray between w0
and w1.
Contrary to the angular diameter distane tests, the
weak lensing is sensitive to the evolution parameter w1.
The marginalisation over Γ restores the degeneray along
a dierent diretion, but still does not inrease the on-
tours width signiantly. It means that even with a lim-
ited knowledge on external important parameters, it is
still possible to onstrain the quintessene, in partiu-
lar when it evolves with time. In that ase indeed (i.e.
w1 6= 0), the inrease of the lensing signal is large enough
to allow the CFHTLS observations to rule out a pure os-
mologial onstant ase. However, an aurate joint mea-
surement of the quintessene parameters and the others
is not possible using the lensing power spetrum alone,
beause of the strong degeneray between Ω0 and σ8.
This degeneray is broken with the SNAP lensing sur-
vey: aording to Figure 8, one sees that osmi shear
observations alone with the SNAP satellite, provide on-
straints whih are ompetitive with the SNIa onstraints
from the same satellite. The expeted onstraints from
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Figure 6: Contours in the Ω0, σ8 spae when marginalised
over the quintessene w0 ∈ [−1,−0.7] and w1 ∈ [0, 0.4]. This
is given for the CFHTLS experiment, left panel orresponds
to model 1, and right panel to model 2.
SNIa alone, assuming a perfet knowledge of Ω0, is
skethed on this gure (solid line). It shows that SNIa are
less sensitive to w1 than weak lensing. Therefore a om-
bination of SNIa and osmi shear ould simultaneously
probe the dark energy and its evolution. More preisely,
gures 9, 10, and 11 show that the knowledge of w0 is
irrelevant for onstraining Ω0 from osmi shear. On the
other hand, the SNIa measurements are degenerate be-
tween w0 and Ω0. A ombination of the two experiments
provide a simultaneous measure of w0 and Ω0 without
the need for an external measurement of Ω0. We an
then use the lensing onstraints on w0 and w1 (Figures
7 and 8) to estimate the dark energy evolution w1. In
fat even a poor knowledge of Ω0 an be tolerated; we
known from [5℄ that a marginalisation overΩ0 of the SNIa
measurements inreases the w0, w1 ontours perpendi-
ularly to the inrease of the same ontours from osmi
shear with poor knowledge on Ω0 (Figures 7 and 8, mid-
dle panels). Adding the osmi mirowave bakground
over-onstrains the parameter spae, beause the on-
tours in the Ω0, w0 spae are 'perpendiular' to the SNIa
Figure 7: CFHTLS onstraints with lensing alone on w0 and
w1. Top panels: model2, bottom panels: model3. Left plot is
assuming all other parameters are known (see Figure 10 and
11). Middle plots is when the mean density and the power
normalisation are marginalised (at prior) over Ω0 ∈ [0.1, 0.5]
and σ8 ∈ [0.6, 1.1]. The right plots show the ontour for the
marginalisation Γ ∈ [0.1, 0.4].
Figure 8: Same as Figure 7for the SNAP survey. The
marginalisation is performed over the intervals Ω0 ∈
[0.28, 0.32] and σ8 ∈ [0.85, 0.95] for the middle plots and
Γ ∈ [0.1, 0.3] for the right plots. The line show the diretion
of degeneray of the SNIa (with the supposition of a perfet
Ω0 knowledge)
and osmi shear onstraints [44℄. Weak lensing, os-
mi mirowave bakground and SNIa provide therefore
an ideal set of omplementary experiments for onstrain-
ing the dark energy beyond the onstant energy density
ase [45℄, beause weak lensing measurement breaks the
degeneray with the dark energy evolution.
Earlier work has shown that osmi shear provides also
independent onstraints on Ω0 from the measurement of
high order statistis of the onvergene [46, 47, 48, 49℄.
Dark energy modies mildly this piture. At the level of
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the quasi-linear regime, it only aets the three points
funtion of the onvergene eld through the projetion
eet [14℄. The modiations are expeted to be more
important at small sales [50℄. One an see from Figure
9, 10, and 11 that this additional information is not ne-
essary, given the degeneray among w0 in the (w0, Ω0)
spae. However, suh external onstraint ould be very
helpful to pin down the degeneray with σ8, and on-
sequently to redue the degeneray between w0 and w1,
helping to narrow the onstraint on w1.
III. CONCLUSION
We investigated the possibility to onstrain the evolu-
tion of dark energy evolution from measurements of the
gravitational lensing by large sale strutures. We used
the fat that the non-linear growth rate of strutures is
signiantly aeted. This is a onsequene of an earlier
inuene of dark energy on the expansion of the Uni-
verse. It was found that the osmi shear eet is an
ideal probe of the evolution of dark energy, in opposition
with experiments based on angular diameter distanes
like SNIa and osmi mirowave bakground, whih are
better suited to measure the onstant part of dark en-
ergy equation of state (in a partiular parametrization).
The degeneray with other parameters (Ω0, σ8 and Γ)
restore a degeneray between w0 and w1, but the width
of the ontours in that spae are slightly aeted. There-
fore a linear ombination of w0 and w1 is well measured
using weak lensing, even with a poor knowledge on Ω0
and σ8.
It is generally believed that the measurement of the
dark energy equation of state parameter as a onstant is
suh a diult task, that we should not even dream to
measure its evolution. We have shown here, for a lass
of models, that the sensitivity of the large sale stru-
tures to a simple evolution parameter w1 is as easy (or
diult!) as w0 to measure. Consequently, we found
out that a ombination of osmi shear, SNIa and osmi
mirowave bakground provide orthogonal onstraints of
the parameters w0, w1 and Ω0, whih opens great oppor-
tunities to probe non-trivial models of dark energy. For
the set of models studied here, we found that these three
experiments over onstrain these parameters.
One should note that the dierene in the amplitude
of the osmi shear signal between model 2 (w0 = −0.8,
w1 = 0) and model 3 (w0 = −0.8, w1 = 0.32), at sales
below 5′ reahes 10%. This is large ompared to the sta-
tistial errors of the CFHTLS and SNAP surveys. How-
ever, it is yet within the limits of the Point Spread Fun-
tion (PSF) orretion and non-linear modeling auraies
[41℄. If one wants to measure the dark energy evolution
as proposed here, it is lear that we need to perform ray-
traing simulations for the lass of models we want to
investigate, in order to alibrate the non-linear modeling
[51℄. The PSF orretion is an entirely dierent issue,
whih is not disussed here, but there is good hopes to
be able to redue the systematis level by a fator of 5
to 10 [52℄, whih should be enough for our purpose here.
Redshift degeneray was not disussed, but it is not
dierent from the σ8 and the Ω0 degeneraies. What has
been said for these parameters also applies to the soure
redshift. In the future, photometri redshifts will provide
aurate soure redshift measurements, as we do not need
an aurate redshift for eah lensed galaxy.
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